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Editor’s Note
TH IS ISSUE IS IN M EMORY OF G R A C E

PALH Y, BELO VED

friend, sister, mentor and colleague. Inspiration in all
things: writing, feminism, peace, love, and trueness.

k n it t o g e t h e r

:

Grace to me once: “You can never tell what the story is
until you find the second story. Put what you’ve got in a
drawer and wait. Once I left a story in a drawer for ten
years, before I realized what the second story was. Don’t be
in a rush.”
At eighteen I found this entirely crazy. But now, almost
40 years later, I’m not in a rush either. Life is a kind of
knitting, you pick it up, put it down, pick it up...over
time, we construct and reconstruct the garment of our
communal history. We pull out the most colorful stitches
sometimes, or we drop them by mistake. But they exist in
the ever-changing pattern— people, places, memories,
Grace— and always will.
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Introduction
IT IS F IT T IN G T H A T T H IS ISSU E O F G LO B A L C IT Y R E V IE W

is dedicated to Grace Paley, who died in August at the
age of 84. Grace was a god-mother to many individuals,
causes and groups, including Global City.
I f you knew Grace, you knew her style, her vibrancy,
her voice. I f you knew her work, you knew her voice,
her art, her heart.
She said, “Part of writing is to do justice.”
The stories that follow reflect the breaks, cracks, frag
mentation and dis-ease of our lives— a man stands at his
brother’s grave, dead in Vietnam; another finds his
memories of his Russian immigrant family evoked by a
Coney Island hot dog; a woman overwhelmed by 9/ 1 1
receives a phone call from across the world; a mother
awaits her baby’s father from Israel; a personal essay on
knitting as a metaphor and as the real thing. Plus a
knitting pattern to get you started.
Our crossword puzzle, “Woven Words,” and drawing
are as usual witty and thought-provoking. Satisfying.
The poems reflect, in turn, joy, inheritance, the seething
life of New York, the examined and surprising moments,
the examined and opaque moments. We can hold in our
hands poems about relationships of all kinds— some un
ravel, some endure.

VI

INTRODUCTION

Grace wanted people to come together. She wrote about
people, women in particular, talking about their lives and
the world they lived in. She believed in talking as a way to
find common ground and to change the world.
She said, “We know there is a healthy, sensible, loving
way to live, and we intend to live that way.”
In this way— united and knit together— let us go for
ward.

EDITH
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Knit Together
by Susan H askins

Four Poems
by E lain e Sexton

OFFICE SONNET
To Ted on the other side of my cube:
I ’m sorry your mother does not
remember you called her, ten minutes ago,
and I ’m sorry you have to move her
from her home, the one you grew up in.
And even though we have never spoken
about anything but the weather and
spikes in the News, I’m sorry you have no
privacy, and I’m sorry you have to listen
to me schmooze with my lover, long distance,
and honk business on the phone
every day. I hope your retirement plans
work out, though no one is supposed
to know. Your secrets are safe with me.

SEXTON

• FOUR POEMS

FIRST PERSON
In the rear-view mirror an egret
lifts off from swamp grass,
in the driveway you wave me away.
I leave the original way, in person.
But you, remembered, are sharper,
more beautiful in the poem, carried
this way, the way a playwright
might feature your gestures
in the act of the heart breaking
over and over so the sound of the heart
breaking is sharper and more
beautiful than the original heartbreak,
so nearly unbearable you’d never
wish to feel it, directly, again.

(3)
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SWIMMING THE SOUND
And with each stroke the water
wedged itself into our bodies,
and with each stroke the sea grass
shivered as we drew near
the shore. And with
each stroke your face
became smaller and your strong
arms disappeared, needle thin
in the light as it mellowed
and hollowed the space
between us. What should have been
all that dreaming
under the glassy surface
only left things glassy on the surface.
And all that dreaming under
the shimmering, dwindling
light on the Sound left us
shimmering, dwindling.

(4 1
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DECIDING TO WALK
Because I couldn’t find the subway
right away, because the night air
was the softest its been
in a year,
suddenly lonely, without a plan
and no friend to call, and
wanting to feel this
clearly,
last night I decided to walk
home forty blocks
past tourists making
memorial signage,
past the post-disaster
clean up into
after-work chatter wafting
from darkened bars
into the stink of junkie
pharmaceutical waste
on cracked pavement.
I could have chosen the new New York
listing along the Hudson,
her kayak armada,
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her encouraging bike paths,
azaleas, evergreened landfill.
I could have let my sprits be lifted,
but I wanted to taste the grit
of a city where little remains
undocumented,
the grit left out of these plans
for the new world order.

Hot Dogs
by A ndrew D . Cohen

NO T A ST E EVO K ES IN ME SUCH A CO M PLEX T A N G L E OF

memories and feelings as that of a simple hot dog. Any hot
dog will do, so long as it is 100% beef, a function, I sus
pect, of being raised in a kosher apartment on Manhattan’s
Upper East Side. Though for some people the words “Up
per East Side” will instantly bring to mind images of mar
ble floors and glittering chandeliers, we— my mother, fa
ther, sister, brother and I— lived in a cramped, rentcontrolled apartment whose cracked ceilings and tattered
furniture even then seemed at odds with the mint of
money my father was making on Wall Street. But like a
lot of people, my father, who grew up in his own beat-up
little apartment in Brooklyn years earlier, probably had
some very mixed feelings about leaving his childhood
home.
My mother insists I only remember the worst parts of
my upbringing, but even she would agree that in that lit
tle seventh floor apartment with its leaking windows and
clanking radiators my father’s rage was every bit as suffo
cating and inescapable as the smoke from his cigars. And
though myriad circumstances could provoke his wrath,
nowhere was he more likely to explode than at our dinner
table. Maybe it was because we gathered there at the day’s
end when he was tired; or because during dinner he inevi
tably caught wind of any trouble we’d gotten into at
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school; or because that table somehow reminded him of
something miserable in his past. Maybe it was the simple
fact that our collective loneliness, our inconsolable longing
for intimacy in that apartment, was too much to bear at
such close quarters and my father was actually offering us
some relief. Whatever the case, within minutes of sitting
down, he would, more often than not, work himself into a
swirling, furious frenzy, the mere memory of which is
enough to make my chest contract to this day.
But every now and then, when my mother boiled up a
pack of Hebrew Nationals, sliced them into a pot of baked
beans, and brought them to the table, something came
over my father— a certain lightness, an airy recklessness,
even an odd sort of tenderness not unlike those weekend
afternoons when we would stop for a hot dog at the old
Sabrett vendor by the park, or order a couple of “homeruns” at the Papaya King on 86th Street, or even wave
down the vendor at Shea Stadium for one of those grey,
lifeless franks while the Jets were losing again. He might,
for instance, kibitz my mother in his grandiose but some
how charming way about taking her on an African safari
for their anniversary, or come up with a madcap plan to
catch the mice in the kitchen, or even reminisce about
sunbathing back on “Tar Beach” (the roof of his apartment
building) as a boy in Brooklyn. And though we knew it
couldn’t last— though we knew he’d be yelling again
soon— for those few minutes the cigar smoke would clear,
the apartment walls would recede, and we’d feel free.
Hot dogs, of course, are almost by definition gateways to
freedom: barbecues, sporting events, amusement parks—
wherever there’s an outdoor celebration or leisure-time
activity you’re bound to find a hot dog close by. And this
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has been true ever since the wiener, the frankfurter, the
sausage-on-a-bun, was first introduced in the United States
in 1867 by Charles Feltman, a German immigrant whose
employee, Nathan Handwerker, eventually opened that
famous Coney Island stand where my father may have
eaten his first hot dog. This is pure speculation, because
unlike me, my father has little interest in, or even toler
ance for, discussing the past. So whenever I ask him where
he ate his first hot dog, his face will turn so sour you’d
think his lunch had repeated on him. “I don’t remember
what I ate for breakfast,” he’ll say. “How am I supposed to
remember what I ate sixty years ago?” He will, however,
acknowledge that his father always loved hot dogs, and
though my father and I don’t agree on much, on this we
stand united.
The youngest of five children of Russian immigrants,
my Grandpa Dave had a temper so violent that according
to my great aunt he once held my father’s brother Neal out
the fourth floor window and threatened to drop him.
Whether or not he was drunk at the time, I have no idea,
but I know he always kept a liquor bottle in his car trunk.
I also know he had a gambling habit that kept the four of
them— my father, uncle, grandmother, and grandfather—
on the brink of destitution in their little apartment on
Avenue J . Still, for all this, nothing has captivated the col
lective memory of our family so powerfully as my grandfa
ther’s affection for hot dogs.
Especially memorable is how excited he’d get about
sneaking out to the old Sabrett vendor by the park when
ever he visited our apartment with my grandmother. Usu
ally it was during the lull between the hubbub of their
arrival and the chaos of dinner: my ordinarily gruff grand
father, balding, mustachioed, wearing black-rimmed
(9 1
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glasses and a stiff plaid shirt, would sidle up to my brother
and me with the thrill of a school friend looking to play
hooky. “What do you say we get some hot dogs?” he’d
whisper, and we’d follow him, quietly, so as not to draw
the attention of my mother cooking dinner, out the front
door and into the hallway. Safely downstairs, however,
we’d make a mad, laughing dash across the street to the
park.
Sadly, these little escapades became increasingly rare in
the years after my grandparents, in their early seventies,
moved out to a New Jersey retirement community near my
uncle’s house. My grandmother especially regretted the
move, in part because she knew hardly anyone in Jersey,
but mostly because she could no longer walk down the
block to buy a quart of milk or get her hair done or meet
her friends for a game of mahjong. Instead she had to be
driven everywhere by my grandfather, who had never al
lowed her to get a license.
As we got older, my siblings and I also came to regret
the move, because it meant that every other weekend we
had to pile into a rental car and schlep out to Jersey for a
visit. While in theory, of course, getting out of that
apartment in particular and the city in general was a good
idea, the reality of those car rides, during which my
mother frantically shushed us in a futile effort to head off
my father’s fury, ruined these outings long before we
pulled into that retirement community with its green
lawns dotted with condominiums that looked like giant
gravestones. No matter the time, my grandfather, increas
ingly stooped, bedraggled, stood waiting in the parking
lot as though he had nothing better to do. Though he was
usually smiling, his cheeks were never clean-shaven, so
when we offered our cheeks for a kiss, we did so quickly, in
{ io )
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the way one offers food to a lion, before heading inside to
see what our grandmother had to eat.
My grandmother was always a relatively spirited person
(and this despite a lifetime with my grandfather), but the
move to Jersey seemed to steal her gusto, and though she
tried to spruce up the apartment with photographs and
needle-points and the like, it always seemed shrouded in
shadows and silence. Within minutes of arriving, we
would take up our positions: my mother and grandmother
at the table in the windowless kitchen; my father and
grandfather with their glasses of gin on the turf-covered
patio facing the parking lot; my siblings and I in front of
the television— all of us biding our time until my uncle
Neal and aunt Sheila pulled up in their Mercedes, carrying
with them the breath of air we so desperately craved. Back
then my aunt and uncle were like a traveling road-show,
with my uncle, longhaired, handsome, agleam with gold
chains, drinking one vodka after another, kidding my
grandmother about losing her figure, my grandfather
about losing his hair, my father about his ugly shirt, pull
ing me onto his lap and saying, “Dress like me, and you’ll
get the girls,” while my aunt, with her electric black curls
and face plastered with makeup, probably stoned, laughed
wildly and bragged about the girls chasing my cousin Ste
ven or told her autistic daughter Audra to recite lyrics
from the Cindy Lauper cassette in her Walkman (“My lit
tle genius,” she’d say, pulling her in for a kiss), all of us
drinking in their delicious energy that carried us out to the
local Chinese restaurant, or, if my grandfather had his way,
the kosher deli, where we stuffed ourselves with pastrami,
tongue and, of course, hot dogs, and laughed some more
until my father suddenly looked at his watch, and then we
were back in the car, breathing cigar smoke and listening

{ ii }
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to him yell at out mother about the traffic.
The assortment of colorful packages notwithstanding, most
hot dogs on your grocer’s shelves are remarkably alike:
several ounces of minced meat, a few tablespoons of water,
and a whole lot of salt. What actually gives a hot dog its
personality is its combination of spices— onion powder,
garlic powder, paprika, ground mustard, white pepper,
coriander, and/or nutmeg. While in the right hands, such a
sundry palette can yield a mouthwatering, even memorable
gustatory experience, in the wrong hands it can, regretta
bly, cause something of a commotion in the digestive tract.
So when my grandfather began to lose control of his bow
els in his late seventies, I’d venture to guess he stopped
eating hot dogs.
No doubt fearful of (literally) losing his shit in public,
he also stopped leaving the house, rendering my grand
mother something of a prisoner in her own home. Though
to put up for as long as she had with a man whom her own
parents had tried to dissuade her from marrying, my
grandmother must have years earlier resigned herself to a
life of relative hardship and misery, she must have been
going bonkers in that sterile condominium in the middle
of Jersey with an irascible husband who couldn’t control
his bowels. And I suspect it was this— watching his
mother suffer— more even than watching his father fall
apart, that prompted my own father, fiercely skeptical of
all things medical, to find my grandfather a specialist in
the city who decided he needed surgery if he ever wanted
to safely leave the house again.
What this meant for us, my father announced in no un
certain terms, was that my grandmother would temporar
ily move into my sister’s room and my sister would move
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in with me. Though I loved my little sister, earlier that
year she began attending my high school, where I, an
acutely self-conscious senior, found myself in the impossi
ble position of trying to reign in her spirited drinking and
drugging without betraying myself to my classmates for
the uptight boy I was. And this, together with my rising
desperation to be free from that apartment, the chip on my
shoulder I carried from years of sharing a room with my
brother, and my general hostility towards anything my
father had to say, made me not a little angry at this turn of
events.
As it turned out, having my grandmother around was
far better than I expected. Though she, like many grand
mothers, occasionally embarrassed (even stunned) me with
her naivete, as she did one evening while we sat watching
the made-for-television version of The Women of Brewster
Place, and she remarked, “They sure know how to dance,”
she was considerably more down-to-earth, more normal,
than most adults I knew, which meant I could talk to
her about things— girls, school, even my father’s temper—
that I ordinarily suffered with alone in that apartment.
Then, too, my grandmother, despite being a fairly small
woman, held a subtle power over her eldest son, whose
rage was noticeably diminished in her presence. And, of
course, there was her emphysema, which required her to
use oxygen, all but forcing my father to do what we’d
forever begged of him: to quit smoking in the apartment.
So you might say that despite the extra tenant that spring,
all of us had a little more room to breathe.
Especially pleasant were our walks in the neighborhood
on those warm afternoons when the city was blooming and
my imminent departure for college filled me for the first
time with a real sense of possibility. W e’d walk, my
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grandmother and I, slow as snails, she clutching my arm,
huffing and puffing though we’d scarcely walked a full city
block. “I can’t even breathe,” she’d whisper, less out of
defeat than simple disbelief that she could no longer take a
decent breath. Occasionally, we’d stop at the old Sabrett
vendor by the park for a hot dog, which she insisted on
paying for with the same humble pride that she later slid
me five bucks (“Treat yourself to something.”) or dropped
a measly fifty cents in the doorman’s hand when he flagged
her a cab. Unlike our doormen, however, I never be
grudged her the little she offered: as far as I was concerned
she was being a damn good sport under the circumstances.
Hot dogs, of course, are especially well-suited for people on
the move, which explains why a busy place like New York
is littered with vendors standing beside their steaming,
silver carts topped with colorful umbrellas. In fact, it was
one such vendor who sold my brother, by then a college
graduate, two hot dogs that he sneaked up to my grandfa
ther in the dreary hospital room where he lay convalescing
from his surgery. Though my brother, like my father,
tends to speak of the past in monosyllables (if at all), I ’m
sure my grandfather was deeply touched by the gesture,
even if he was in no condition to have them. Instead, he
gave them back to my brother and insisted he eat them— a
rather poignant act, considering they were the last hot
dogs he’d ever see.
All that spring as I counted the days till graduation, my
grandfather languished in a coma induced by an insidious
staph-pneumonia. Each morning my grandmother, an
ever-more-permanent fixture of our apartment, would take
a cab to sit with him for a few hours, and my father, for
whom this turn of events would affirm all his misgivings
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about the medical establishment, would stop in on the way
home from work. My sister and I were discouraged from
visiting, but especially towards the end I found myself
powerfully drawn to that room where my grandfather was
swelling up into a grotesque version of his former self. I
also found myself observing my father, on whom, I real
ized, all this was taking a not insignificant toll.
Especially striking were those evenings when he would
take a cigar and walk the twenty blocks down to the hospi
tal just to sit with his unconscious father whom he’d never
had much to say to even when he was conscious. What on
earth did he do there? I wondered. “Nothing,” he replied,
when I finally got the nerve to ask. “I gave him a kiss and
told him I love him.” And I remember how awkward I felt
hearing those words— “I love”— from his lips, though not
nearly as awkward as I felt some nights later, when, a little
drunk from a night out with friends, I sat watching televi
sion and the telephone rang. Half-expecting a prankster, I
heard instead a stranger ask for my father, who suddenly,
as though he’d stumbled in the dark, picked up the line.
“Yes,” he said.
“I’m sorry,” said the voice, “but your father just passed
away.”
My father sighed, at least I think he did, because I ’d
never heard him make such a sound before. Then he hung
up and (I assume) returned to bed, where I heard him talk
ing quietly with my mother. Though their door was ajar,
his voice was just out of range, and I edged closer to hear
what he was saying. But the (admittedly remote) possibil
ity that he was crying stopped me in my tracks, and in
stead I stood there in the dim hallway, imagining that my
father’s rage was a cover-up, a charade behind which hid
my true father, a tender, loving, generous man— a fantasy

1 15)
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undoubtedly informed by the sudden realization that one
day he would be gone, too.
A few minutes later he emerged in his baby blue paja
mas and sat on the couch beside me. I didn't know what to
say or do, but I figured I should do something, so I rested
my hand on his shoulder and said to this man whom I
could scarcely look in the eye, “I’m sorry." It was as awk
ward a moment as any I can remember, but he must have
appreciated it, because he later told me he wished I
touched him "like that" more often, a remark that initially
saddened me and then infuriated me in its implication that
somehow I was the reason we weren't closer.
By the time I awoke the next morning, my grand
mother, pale, tired, smaller than ever, sat at the kitchen
counter where, as children, my sister and I would, like
firemen with buckets of water, pass slices of burnt liver to
my brother to toss out the window behind our babysitter’s
back. I kissed her cheek, riddled with the veins that would
become increasingly prominent in the following weeks,
and said, “I’m sorry,” to which she shrugged with what I
took to be the same world-weary resignation I had come to
know (and love) in recent months. When she spoke, how
ever, I realized I had completely misunderstood her. “I
don't know what I’ll do without him,” she said, evidently
heartbroken. And I remember how betrayed I felt to realize
that in the end my grandmother was no different than my
mother— helplessly devoted to a man who had made her
life miserable— though it certainly explained why she died
a few months later.
* * * * *
I don’t think it would be a stretch to call hot dogs a quin

1 16}
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tessentially American food, considering that Americans eat
some twenty billion annually, and that for millions of
Americans hot dogs remain the food of choice on Inde
pendence Day. While much of their appeal certainly de
rives from their great taste, I suspect the real explanation
lies closer to their democratic nature— their low cost, easy
preparation, and widespread availability— that reflects
some of our most deeply cherished values as Americans. I
would even argue that the humble hot dog, borne of im
migrants, forged of odds and ends, is an emblem of the
American Dream itself—a theory that explains why,
whenever I call my parents at their Southampton beach
house to find my father grilling up some Hebrew Nation
als, I feel so deeply moved.
That my father even owns that magnificent house
with its lush gardens and richly decorated rooms remains
something of a mystery to me, especially when I think
back to all those years we lived in our beat-up apartment
with its clanking radiators and leaking windows. In those
days the mere mention of a beach house in the Hamptons
was enough to turn my father’s face red. “I got better
things to do than sit on my ass with a bunch of socialites,”
he’d say. But I suspect that in the months after my grand
mother died— months during which my sister’s imminent
departure for college meant my parents were about to be
come proverbial empty-nesters— my father realized that all
that money he’d been saving over the years wasn’t going to
do him much good when he was six feet under.
Especially during those first few summers I remember
how out of place he appeared sitting by the pool in his cut
off blue-jeans or walking down Main Street in his ratty
sweatshirt next to all those fancy people he disdained; even
my mother said he looked like he belonged back on “Tar
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Beach” in Brooklyn. But like most people, I suppose, over
the years, as he first upgraded rentals, and later bought
that magnificent house, my father slowly adapted to his
surroundings, driving sporty cars, hosting cocktail parties
and the like. Still, if you want my opinion, the only times
he ever seems truly at home in that house are those when
he’s outside firing up a couple of hot dogs.
More than once I’ve stood behind the screen door and
observed my father, almost seventy now, taut-shouldered,
gray, wearing an old T-shirt, standing over the grill.
Though some part of me would love to believe that at such
moments he is thinking about Brooklyn, his father, that
cramped little apartment on Avenue J — something that
will finally turn him into the tender father I ’ve always
craved— it’s far more likely that he’s thinking about his
latest business deal or that thousand page biography he
hasn’t finished. Yet never am I more certain that Brooklyn,
his past— our past— is with him every step he takes.
Sadly, for all for their flavor and appeal— for all their rich
history— traditional hot dogs, with their nitrates, their fat,
their hormones, aren’t especially good for you. This ex
plains the recent upsurge of “alternative” dogs— nitratefree dogs, fat-free dogs, turkey dogs, chicken dogs, tofu
dogs, even fish dogs— most of which are widely available
out here in Portland, Oregon, where my wife and I moved
five years ago. My father, for whom anywhere west of the
Hudson might as well be Uzbekistan, was especially mys
tified by our decision. “Portland?” he said, when I told
him the news. “Do they even have any financial institu
tions out there?” But, in contrast to my father, I’ve never
aspired to work for a financial institution, so I wasn’t too
worried.
( 18}
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Still, when I first got here, I’ll admit I was surprised at
just how different Portland is. And I’m not just talking
physically, or culturally, or even meteorologically, though
certainly the winter rains take getting used to. No, I’m
talking about the way of life out here. Because though con
trary to my father’s belief Portlanders do have jobs, even
high-paying ones, unlike most New Yorkers, they— we—
generally don’t have jobs that consume us so much as tem
porarily distract us from our priorities: families and
friends, creative interests, favorite social causes. Conse
quently, Portland, which, incidentally, sits about as far
from New York as you can get without leaving the conti
nental United States, tends to be a much softer, gentler
place to live.
Especially right after we arrived, I lay awake many
nights wondering whether I had made a mistake. W hy, I
wondered, did complete strangers on the street insist on
saying “hello” ? Why didn’t people use their car horns?
What was all the fuss about green living and organic food
and community building? I missed the edge, the hostility,
the harshness of life in New York, and more than once I
went out of my way to lay on the horn or ignore a
neighbor’s greeting just to make sure everyone knew that I
wasn’t from around here.
Slowly, however, over the years, I’ve come to love our
lives here: writing and teaching, raising our son, working
in the garden, going to community meetings, browsing
the organic farmers markets with my wife, and (though I’d
be hard-pressed to admit it to my father) even eating many
of those “healthy” dogs. Yet, truth be told, every now and
then I am completely and utterly overwhelmed by the urge
for a good old-fashioned Hebrew National, a few lonely
packages of which I can usually find in the far back aisle of
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our local market.
As I worm my way past the bulk bins brimming with
organic beans and nuts, I feel again like a boy, walking to
the back of one of those ubiquitous New York City smokeshops to buy a Hustler or Penthouse. Glancing around, I
quickly snatch the moist package from the shelf, hurry to
the front of the store, and throw a few bills at the cashier
before rushing out the door. Only in the relative safety of
our backyard do I unpack my goods and fire up the grill.
Watching the hot dogs brown and swell, I quickly grow
lost in a thicket of memories and feelings, from the middle
of which I inevitably reach for the phone. Though even all
these years later, I tend to speak to my father with the
same wary, sullenness I did as a boy, now my voice crackles
with excitement. “They’re the best,” he says, laughing,
and, swallowing that first juicy bite, I couldn’t agree more.
Which explains why, when my twenty-month-old son
comes tramping into the yard with my wife, I instinctively
wave him over for a bite.
My wife, however, who has devotedly raised our son on
breast milk and organic food, shakes her head, abruptly
shattering my reverie. Though some part of me rises in
protest— These are his roots, for God’s sakes!— looking at our
son, his long, lean legs, his plump little belly and heart
breaking smile, I know she’s right: those nitrates and hor
mones are too harsh for his tender body. So instead I swal
low the last bite, kiss his cheek, and offer to make him an
organic chicken dog.
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Flight
by A n a Mercedes Ortiz

I remember the smell of
autumn’s wet pavement as
I walked— boppin’ to the beat
of Slick Rick’s lyrics
the mix tape I made that
took me from old skool Zulu
to the streets of Shaolin
by the time I reached her
house Liquid Swords
clashed in my ears.
The smile on that
sweet face that sang
everything’s gonna be alright
Although we both knew
it wouldn’t be.
Her lips touched mine as she
removed my music, I
hear her sweet breath
say to me we have one week
The sweet feel of
caresses, embraces
Red hair, the smell of
Salon Selectives
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rosy nose in cool breezes
wide eyes looked up
at me with love
that only a 1 5 yr. old
knows of.
I remember that Last Day
we stayed home— kept warm
melted like lust in an oven
with every breath we take
and every move we make
we knew— She’d leave
I’d stay.
That night my
love flew away.
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Breaking Into the Future from
Tracey Towers
by A n a Mercedes Ortiz

From the 37^ floor
I can see all of the
Bronx— from Van Courtland Park
to the house that Ruth built.
I wish to join this world
As I watch the cars on
the Concourse whiz by
The 4 train on Jerome
Sluggishly pulls into Mosholu Parkway
I sit in a blind nightmare
Years fly by me— location
Changes— but still the same
Stifled view from Tracey Towers
Where nothing moves
Where dreams are constantly
Deferred for a right now job
Or a not right man
Taking on the image you
think will please the
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ones you love, but kill
The person you wish to be.
Yourself. Yielding to circumstance.
I escape the force which
I now despise, otherwise
I will not be free to
let the words that
live inside me paint
the world. Illustrious pearls
I string together to create
New Life. Future away
From the Tower of dread
I pull myself together
and walk out the door.
Awake. Alive. Alone.

Skyline Scarf
by A nn Eugenia Vo Ikes

THIS CH A R T IS D ESIG N ED FOR USE IN K N IT TIN G . EN LA R G E

on a photocopying machine. It is set up for a gauge of 7
stitches per inch and 10 rows per inch. You can use it with
other gauges and the result will look a little different, the
proportions will change, but it will still look nice. You can
adjust the design to please yourself, make the buildings
taller, repeat them to make the design longer, add your
own buildings, etc.
You can use this chart for either fair isle style knitting
or the intarsia method. To learn about these methods of
color knitting, look on the Internet for free instructions or
in any good knitting book. Knitty.com is a good source for
information on knitting techniques. I found that the intar
sia method worked for me, I didn’t like the experience or
the look of the results with the fair isle method. You could
also knit it in one color, using purl stitches for the build
ings and knit stitches for the sky, for example.
A sweater, a scarf, a pillow or a bag would all look
lovely with this city skyline knitted in them. I used black
wool for the silhouettes of the buildings and deep violet
wool for the sky. It would also look wonderful with varie
gated yarn in shades of blue for the sky. You can add win
dows, or architectural details such as the radiant design on
the Chrysler Building, by embroidering or duplicate
stitching with white or silvery yarn. Stars could be added
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by embroidering, duplicate stitching, or sewing on little
sparkly beads or sequins. The chart is just a starting point,
you can take it from there.
This chart is read from the bottom to the top, from
right to left on the odd numbered rows, left to right on the
even numbered rows. The odd rows are the right side, the
even rows are the wrong side. It is knitted in stockinette
stitch, knit on the right side, purl on the wrong side. You
can add a few rows of black before you start the chart if
you like.
On a scarf, stockinette will roll up into a tube, so it is
important to do some other stitch, such as moss stitch or
garter stitch on either side of the chart and below the chart
and for the rest of the scarf, above the chart. Moss stitch,
garter stitch, checkerboard stitch, stitches like that will lie
flat.
The section of the scarf that has the chart will not look
nice on the wrong side, so I knitted two of the charted
design and put them wrong sides together. I picked up
stitches on both pieces held together, on each side I knit
ted five rows of garter stitch and cast off. Picking up
stitches on the bottom of the two pieces together and
along the bottoms of the side bands, I worked ten rows of
garter stitch.
I then picked up stitches along the top of the bands and
the intarsia pieces held together and worked the rest of the
scarf length in garter stitch until it was long enough to
suit me. I decided to pick up and work all of these stitches
in the colors matching the work knitted from the chart, so
the bottom bands and part of the sides were in black, part
of the sides and the top rest of the scarf was in violet.
Since I was using two knitted pieces held together of the
intarsia chart, I was effectively doubling the thickness of
I 26 )
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the scarf in that section. For that reason I used the yarn
doubled in the rest of the scarf so the weight and thickness
of the scarf would feel similar to the charted section.
O f course on any project that already has two sides, like
a sweater or pillow, or a lined tote bag or purse, all of
which have a front and a back, stockinette will not roll up
and the whole project can be done in that stitch, without
doubling the charted section or the yarn in the rest of the
project. This chart can be used in many ways, it’s up to
you!

{
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To the Forest
by P h illis Levin

A tree fell on me. There is no other way
to say this. I do not want to explain.
It fell. And I too was a tree, and together
we were thrashing, and it seemed
the sap rose and the rose’s thorn—
no, the needles
brushed
against me.
I do not want to say,
I cannot say
this
any other way.
It should be said
only to make it go away.
A tree fell
and rose, and together
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we swept the sky.
And one of the other trees said:
now I recall someone walking among us,
how she was taken, how it seemed she was
one of us, and then how it seemed
all of us had been like her,
but no, it cannot be,
we are stalwart.

She wanted something to happen
but nothing like that,
she wanted everything but no,
not that,
she didn’t want anything at all.
She is many,
as is every
tree
a story of one
and many.
Without a sound it crashed,
burning my skin,
my mouth.
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And afterward a rose appeared,
broken but full, and I
carried it home and woke to see it there
and thought it would die but it would not die,
it wanted to be there remembering itself,
mocking the daylight with its blush.
It
be
fell:
a bell
rang
without sounding,
its tongue
melting
my tongue.

The woodsman said,
the tree must be cut
that did this,
whatever has done this to you
must be split
in two.
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Newspaper M2
by P h illis Levin

Woke to a figure a man
made of newspaper
a mummified creature
strips of language running
everywhere lines
adding up to nothing
Couldn’t find his eyes
but his hands his hands
were everywhere
touching me
with whatever words
whatever empty spaces
made him what he was
Then his eyes too
were everywhere
in every word a pupil
impenetrable
Impossible to tell
what he meant
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by being there just
as the glare of morning
hit the window

Woke to a silent figure
whose every pore
sweated ink
who was spreading
the stain of the news
pressing against my skin
marking me with another tattoo
No matter where I looked
there was more to know
more to see
the places I wanted
or never would want to go
But I didn’t want
to know his body
to know those things
No matter how polite I was
he wouldn’t leave
no matter what I said or did
he wouldn’t stop
touching me
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Woke to a newspaper man
who lay there all morning
then turned and said to me
Wherever you go a widow
waits in a window
an ark dwells
in the dark

Whatever you do
anguish will be
born in a wish
if you stay if you flee
If you are white as
theflesh of an apple
or black as a seed
at the core
I will be known I will
find you I will bind you
with my body
with my breath
I f you let me in if
you keep me at bay
whether you look away

(
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East Sixth Street
by L a u rel K allen

YARON FLEW BACK FROM ISRAEL W H E N BASHA W AS N IN E

months old. It was August and the little girl had grown
plump as a plum. She was crawling around the floor of the
cheaply renovated East Village tenement wearing a pale
blue sunsuit with white lace ruffles on the bottom. Some
times, when the baby changed direction, she put her little
tushy up in the air and wiggled it. She had dark hair,
damp with perspiration, and cheeks pink as peonies. When
my father and brother had observed her wiggling move
ments a week earlier, they had actually flattered themselves
into thinking she was flirting with them.
Now Yaron, out of the yellow cab, yelled up from the
street.
“Basha!”
There was no intercom. It was hot. From inside the
apartment, the outside managed to look inviting. The
windows, with security gates on them, faced the street, so
if you sat in the middle of the 300-square-foot room, all
you saw were tops of trees. Your gaze wouldn’t encompass
the moderate-income housing complex across the street,
only the treetops and the waving shadows they cast upon
the walls and ceiling.
“Basha! Basha! Aifo aht, kitannah?”
“She’s coming, Yaron,” I yelled back. “I just have to ar
range transportation for her. She doesn’t walk yet.”
I carried Basha down to open the door for Yaron.
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“She’s beautiful,” he said. “Baruch haShem, she’s beauti
ful.” A tear rolled out of his eye. He put his suitcase down
and hugged us. Basha wriggled her arm out and grabbed a
fistful of the skin on Yaron’s upper arm. She dug her
miniature fingernails into it.
“Aiee! She’s strong!”
“O f course, she’s strong— she’s part Israeli, you know.”
“Y ou’re right,” Yaron said.
“And part New Yorker,” I added.
I felt a presence behind us. Turning, I saw our neighbor
from across the hall, large and of difficult-to-determine
gender. The neighbor was wearing dockers, a short-sleeve
button-down shirt and construction boots. On top was an
unsmiling head with short black hair. I had the impression
that she was a woman only because someone had told me
her name was Sonya. I had never heard her speak. A few
times, I’d passed her in the corridor, said “hello” and not
received an answer. What’s her story? I’d wondered.
“Let’s get out of the way so he can pass,” said Yaron. We
jumped aside.
I said, “Oh, excuse me, I ’m sorry.” Sonya didn’t say any
thing; just lumbered up the dirty old green vinyl-tiled
stairs.
I punched Yaron, “She,” I said. “Not he.”
“She? Really?” he asked. Then Basha punched Yaron
and we laughed.
“W hat’s your problem?” I asked him.
“I’m just surprised.” He turned the doorknob and held
the door open for Basha and me.
“Well, so was I. I got over it. Now you get over it.”
“Can I have five minutes to adapt, please — I just ar
rived.”
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“No, sweetheart, you’ve been standing here for a good
six minutes. Tim e’s up.”
He pulled Basha and me close again and kissed me,
kissed her. We weren’t married and I thought of how he
was younger than I— almost nine years.
“Dad-dy,” I said to the baby. “This is your Daddy,
honey.” What did that mean to her? To me?
We climbed three flights of stairs to the fourth floor.
Tissues, gum wrappers, and a half-empty beer bottle
standing in the corner of a step littered the way. Hope
fully, the super would get around to sweeping soon, but
who knew? Yaron carried Basha and she started to reach
for his glasses. He cooed to her.
“Khamoudi shell, kitannah shell. ”
Inside the apartment, Yaron put Basha down on the
carpet, which was new. I ’d paid for it out of money Yaron
had sent me from a trumped-up personal injury lawsuit
he’d won. The lawyer had deducted fees and disbursements
from a $ 15,0 0 0 settlement and written Yaron a check for
eight grand.
Basha started to crawl toward a sunbeam. Yaron pulled
me toward him and kissed me for a long time. The kiss felt
alien— a lips-tongues-saliva experiment. It was as though I
had arrived from another planet and was learning the
strange ways in which earthlings show affection. He took
one hand out of our hug to squeeze my ass. Then he moved
the hand up to my right breast and began to stroke it. I
could barely feel him. Earthlings were strange.
I was still breastfeeding Basha and, in that moment
with Yaron, I missed the undulating closeness that she and
I shared. Men were on the periphery now. In theory, I
wanted one, but in practice, I had no need. And was the
man in the room with me connected to me in any way
(
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other than through the dark-haired, gurgling child? Why
did he have to come back? Basha and I had been doing just fine.
“Ma— “ the baby said and giggled, crawling toward us.
“Hey, little one,” I called. “Come here, sweetie.”
She scampered over. I picked her up, overwhelmed again
by the warm softness of her round body, her sweet, salty
smell, as if she had just rolled out of ocean onto sand. I
kissed her all over. She grabbed my hair and pulled. I pried
her little fingers off.
“Come to Daddy,” Yaron said to her. She looked at him,
then back at me.
“Deh— “ she said.
“Yes, Daaadddddddyyy,” said Yaron, stabbing the “d’s.”
“It’s okay, honey. Do you want to go to Daddy?” I
asked.
Her gaze moved onto his face again. What was he? He
reached his arms toward her. She stretched over to him and
he picked her up, shifting her to his lap, where again she
went for his glasses.
“Be careful, motek,” Yaron said, “Those are Daddy’s
eyes.” Basha heard the word “eye” and put her index finger
on her own right eye.
“Oh, she’s so smart!” Yaron said. “How did she get to
be such a genius?”
“Breastmilk?”
“Wow, your breastmilk must be very intelligent.”
“Oh, yes,” I insisted, “and very cosmopolitan.”
“W ill it work on me, too?”
“I doubt it. Your brain cells are already developed.
Hopefully, your mother’s worked on you.”
He put Basha back on the floor and she started to crawl
toward another ray of light in which dust particles floated
and relaxed.
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“I wonder if my mother breastfed me,” he said. “Is that
the only way to get smart?”
“Probably.” I shrugged.

I was expecting that Yaron and I would have sex— just
because it had been so long since we’d seen each other. He
started to caress my breasts again and, after awhile, some of
the old feelings were back, though in a muted way. We
got to it quickly, then. I had to look back at Basha every
once in awhile to make sure she wasn’t putting small ob
jects into her mouth. I saw her start toward a 5-shekel
piece that must have fallen from Yaron’s pocket when he’d
pulled his pants down to his ankles. He was inside me so I
pushed against his chest.
“Wait, Yaron,” I said, “she’s going toward that coin.”
He pulled out of me courteously.
“See— already, she likes money,” he said. “She’s going to
be rich.”
“She already is rich,” I said, taking the coin off the car
pet and putting it up on a high shelf. Basha started to
whimper.
“Basha, here,” I said, throwing her a ring of plastic
keys. I wasn’t sure if she would go for the keys. She liked
real things, not toys. “She’s rich,” I repeated. “She’s healthy
and smart and happy.”
“That’s what I like about you,” he said, “you’re not a
material girl.”
“What am I? An ethereal girl?”
“Don’t use such big words. I’m Israeli. And I don’t
think my mother breastfed me. Now get back over here.”
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“Yaron, I ’m sore. It’s been a long time. I ’m not used to
it.”
“But you had a baby!” he said. I guess he was surprised
that sex could hurt me after I ’d given birth.
“That’s different though. . . . and, anyway, that was nine
months ago.”
“You mean everything’s back the way it was— all tight
again.”
“I don’t know. It just hurts.”
Then he pulled me toward him and put his arms around
me. He said, “Rachel, I ’m such a jerk. I ’m so sorry. I never
should have done that to you. I haven’t even given you a
chance to get used to me again.”
I looked over at Basha. She was sitting on the floor in
the space the ray now occupied, trying to catch the dust
particles. A black-and-white photo of her in the baby
swing in Tompkins Square Park hung on the wall above
her underneath the bookshelf. She was laughing.
“You weren’t here when Basha was born,” I said.
“I know,” he said. “I ’ll make it up to you.”
“I don’t know if you can.”
“Hey, I can, I can. I know Knesset members in Israel. I
can get you anything you want.”
“I don’t know if I want anything.”
“What do you mean?”
“I don’t know if I want anything anymore.”
“Between us?” he asked.
“Between us.”
1 see.
Basha crawled over and started to pull on Yaron’s unfas
tened belt buckle. Then the sun moved west with its
beams, leaving the East Village apartment dark suddenly
and very small. Even for Basha and me, it was small.
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Where would we put Yaron’s things? There was only
one narrow, ill-fitted closet. Where would we put Yaron?
Basha was used to sleeping on my futon with me.
“Let’s chill out,” Yaron said. I felt bad for him. He’d
just traveled 9,000 miles to be with us. I felt bad for my
self. I’d just waited a year and a half to be with him, to be
with this person from the far-away planet Earth.
“Okay,” I said. “Let’s chill out.”

Friends of mine came for dinner the next night— Peter
Gottlieb and Orva Simon. Orva and I had been in the same
birthing class. Their baby, Naia, had arrived one month
ahead of Basha.
The Simon-Gottliebs stepped into the apartment, Orva,
first, with her delicate feet in strappy sandals and Peter,
next, with Naia close to his chest in a cloth baby carrier. I
was holding Basha and she started to laugh when she saw
Naia. Naia turned her head and gurgled a response. We
put the little girls in the playpen I’d opened up in the
middle of the room. They started to reach for one another.
Basha grabbed Naia’s hair. Naia began to cry.
“Be gentle,” I said to Basha, “like this.” I took her hand
and stroked Naia’s hair with it. Naia started to laugh now
with tiny, crystal tears still on her cheeks. Her mother
leaned over and kissed the top of her head. Then, leaving
the babies babbling together, we moved over to the
kitchen table.
Peter spoke with a Scottish brogue and Orva was thinlimbed and beautiful. They were a perfect Soho family and,
whenever I got together with them, I felt like my life
needed tweaking.
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Peter wrote musicals and Orva, once an actress in Y id 
dish theater, now devoted herself to supporting her hus
band’s journey to the Broadway stage. She was the only
woman I’d met who could pull off that supportive-wife
thing without seeming like she’d given up everything.
Orva had been raised Orthodox so they observed the Sab
bath and kept kosher. Somehow, Orva managed to wear
mini-skirts, though. So far, Peter was still off-offBroadway, but he always had something in the works,
something about to break.
I knew that Orva had stolen Peter away from his first
wife, Dale, a lawyer, but I had no details about the intima
cies that Peter and Orva shared together. Yet, the two of
them were always trying to draw out the details of my pri
vate life. They wanted to know all about the men I’d had
before Yaron and the watermelon-juice-flavored-oral-sex
that Yaron and I had shared in Mrs. Schwarmer’s basement
apartment in Flushing.
In the beginning of my friendship with them, I had
spoken openly. Then one night, I went to hear a workshop
performance of one of Peter’s musicals. Smack in the mid
dle was a song about three of Orva’s friends. Each one had
a stanza in there about her loneliness.
“Rebecca was really pissed off at me,” Peter commented
afterwards. “And Wendy isn’t speaking to us anymore. I
don’t think Georgia is either.”
During our next visit together, in mid-sentence, I
stopped myself from answering a question about sex with
Yaron. Orva and Peter were leaning forward a little on
their chairs. I imagined them later in bed chatting about
me and my sex life, laughing about it, superior, married. I
imagined my sex life becoming Peter’s song lyrics.
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“So?” prompted Orva, “What was it you said you did?”
I was going to tell them about the amazing way Yaron
caressed me with his nose, even entering me with it some
times, but I changed my mind.
“So, nothing,” I said.

Now they were joining us for dinner and meeting Yaron
for the first time.
He started in with his superlatives.
“This neighborhood is so cool,” he said. “The coolest
I’ve ever seen.”
“What neighborhoods have you seen?” asked Peter, roll
ing the ‘r.’
“Flushing, Forest Hills . . . ”
“W ell, that explains it,” laughed Orva.
“We don’t have neighborhoods like this in Israel.
What’s your neighborhood like?”
“You’ve never been to Soho?” asked Peter, incredulous.
(It sounded a little like “Sawhaw” when he said it.)
“Not yet. I’m dying to go.”
“Oh, well, you’ll have to come see us then.”
“Just name the time and we’ll be there. Right,
Rakheli?”
“Sure,” I said. Then, I asked, “Aren’t there sections of
Tel Aviv that are like the East Village? A lot of struggling
artists?”
“Not really. It’s not the same. We have Tzfat, though”
I had missed visiting Tzfat when I’d done the Sagebrush
program. They never took us there.
“I think Tzfat is more like the artists’ colony in Santa
Fe,” I said.
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“Yes, I think so, too,” said Orva.
“So what’s it like in Scotland?” Yaron asked.
“W hat’s it like?” repeated Peter.
“Yes, I’ve never been there.”
“Well, man, it’s a whole country. What do you want to
know?”
“Everything.”
A strange rasping sound entered the room. It was loud
and kept repeating.
“W hat’s that?” asked Orva in horror, as though there
were no strange sounds in Soho.
“I have no idea,” I said, going to the door. I peeked
through the peephole, but couldn’t really see anything.
Yaron came over and stood beside me. We opened the door
quietly, just a crack. The neighbor, Sonya, was ripping
pieces of masking tape off a roll and taping over all the
brass hardware on her door. We continued to watch. When
her peephole was covered, she started to tape over the
doorknob and the plate around it.
“They’re going to paint the doors this week,” I said to
everyone. “The neighbor is putting masking tape over the
hardware. ”
The rasping continued, getting louder. I opened the
door, about to say something to Sonya. She looked over at
me blankly or meanly— I wasn’t sure which.
“We just wondered what all the noise was,” I explained.
Sonya, silent, turned back to the masking tape. I closed the
door. What’s her story?
“That reminds me,” Yaron said. “I want us to get a
really nice soap dish. Wouldn’t that be great? I was in a
store at the Queens Mall last year and I saw one. It was the
nicest soap dish I ever saw.”
I stared at him. “A soap dish?” I asked.
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I saw Orva and Peter exchange a look.
“Yes,” said Yaron. “The one I saw was beautiful!”

“Let’s eat,” I said. Then I opened the refrigerator and took
out the salad I ’d prepared. Orva came over to help. I
handed her the bowl to place on the table. I went to the
oven and took the salmon out, put it on a serving plate and
handed it to Orva.
“Use the highchair for Naia,” I said. “I’ll hold Basha.”
“Are you sure?” asked Orva. I barely noticed myself
thinking that she was polite, but not truly kind.
“Yes, I ’m sure.”
“I’ll hold Basha,” said Yaron. “Y ou’ve been holding her
for nine months— eighteen months, really.”
“Here,” I said, handing her to him. O f course, the baby
reached once again for his glasses.
“No, sweetie, I need to see,” he said gently. “Daddy
needs to see.”
Orva cut up some salmon for the girls, picking out
every last tiny bone. Naia took a fistful from the highchair
tray and stuffed half into her mouth and half onto her face.
Basha pushed hers away and started to reach for me.
“I’ll take her,” I said. Once in my arms, she started to
pull up my tank top.
“I ’ll be back in a few minutes,” I said, and went to sit on
the futon. It was dark and quiet in that corner, just Basha
and me. I lifted up the soft knit fabric of my shirt and ex
posed my breast for her. She latched on and started to suck.
With her hands, she kneaded my skin. Her eyes were
closed. Everything grew warm, close, primitive, pure. I
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pulled her little hand up to my lips and kissed it. Her eyes
were still closed. I closed mine too.
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Blue
by D iane G lancy

The attache walked me through the Damascus marketplace
to a man— a dyer of cloth— who printed his patterns on
cloth by hand— buy one before he dies— the attache said—
before you leave this country for the next— The man’s shop was
in an alley off the marketplace— there was an open door—
the walls were something like adobe— there was a floor
also of hard packed earth— dust— dirt— everywhere his
jars, brushes, printing blocks, benches, tables barely stand
ing— everywhere the blue the Syrian’s love— the blue of
their glassware— the blue of their desire— He sat wrapped
in a tunic like the magician— the maker of patterns on
cloth— something was said— he smiled— his discolored
hands lifted to me his cloth blue and definite as language.

At the Poetry House,
Tucson, April 27th
by D iane G lancy

I want this yard to sink into
me as rain. The wet fence, the
birds over the porch where I
stood in Jordan, the same
walls pale as stucco and windy
as birds in the desert, their
cries varying a rapid pace. The
rain-spout clucking. You see
an olive orchard when you
can't remember which country
you're in and what you've
come to say. Or what words
will come to you like a small
animal looking at you from
the desert floor testing your
metal to be generous with
your crumbs. The yard raked
tenderly in rows and you
think of the TV hooked to a
car battery in the Bedouin
village near Amman
and you reach for the knob as
if it were in your hand.
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Endless Knots
B y Jessica Lipnack

I W AS BORN TO KN IT. LEA R N ED AT MY M O TH ER ’S FIN G ER S

when I was small, a long yarn stringing me to my fore
mothers in the White Russian shtetls. By eight, I was fab
ricating wardrobes for my Ginny dolls.
Hard by the Gestetner machine some years later, I was
printing broadsides against the Vietnam War when, con
trary to my will, my eyes fixated on the McCall’s Needle
work that my Italian tutor hadn’t meant to leave behind.
That could be me, I thought, when I saw the young
woman on the cover in a stunning black-and-white Nor
wegian tunic. Her long dark hair was pulled back in a bar
rette, much like mine, except hers was bouffant and sleek
and mine was frizzy and disheveled.
The sweater, requiring the embroidering of twenty col
ors into its cuffs and hem, symbolized everything I be
lieved in: hard work, intercultural communication, and
hooking the guy on the other side of the Gestetner.
Oxford, England, had a fine yarn shop near my college.
“My, isn’t that lovely?” the proprietor remarked when I
showed her the picture. “May I ask?” she said most doubt
fully. “Do you knit?”
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Perhaps I didn’t look the type, but with me pawing
through bins, smoothing yarn through my fingers like a
practiced wool-worker, she soon was showing me how to
knit “the other way.” With Eastern European hands, I knit
Continental, perfect for one-color, simple patterns, and the
lazy: small motion makes the stitch. The right-hand needle
loops under a stitch on the opposite one, pulling the yarn
through with the least possible expenditure of energy. A
tiny gesture, yes, but executable at the speed of light; once
you get going, you don’t even have to look. When you add
a second (or third, fourth, or fifth) color, you need more
hands— or to knit the other way. Known as British or
American, it’s reputed to be the more modern way, and if
that means more carpal tunnel, then it’s delivered on its
promise. Each stitch requires heaving yarn from needle to
needle, considerably more work.
Which this sweater was. I had to carry two colors across
an ornate pattern, meaning I had to knit both ways at
once. (Daunting, I thought at the time, but doable.)
All I had to do was knit continuously in the round with
perfectly even tension and never lose my place. (This may
be trouble.)
To attach the sleeves, I ’d have to take shears to my
nearly-two yards of exquisite handwork then trust that I
could sew it back together without unraveling. The word
for this procedure didn’t ease my fear: steeking. (I’m in
over my head.)
And, as I descended into the trance that is knitting, I
was troubled by its overtaking me. Why was I knitting?
(Oh, no, I dropped a stitch in the last row.)
What was the All of Knitting? More than a sweater op
erating here, that was certain. (Was it the last row or the
one before?)
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I toyed with the relationship between life and knitting.
If I could just follow a pattern, then would something of
beauty evolve? (I can’t tell which row.)
Or was each stitch connected to all others, a metaphor
for existence itself, its weave so intricately strung that a
single dropped stitch in twenty thousand could imperil it?
(Oh, god, I just wrecked this.)
That it gave me order in the chaos touching down out
side my life? My fellow anti-war activists had blocked the
Bodleian Library, swamped the fountains in Trafalgar
Square, completely shut down Paris, and I was knitting a
sweater from McCall’s. (I may have to take all of this knit
ting out.)
Had not the sheep from whose coat the wool had come
drunk water from the Thames, a tributary of the Rhine
thirty million years ago, and thus wasn’t the whole of life
right there in my hands? (I have to rip out everything and
start over.)
Overwhelmed at times with the enormity of such ponderings, not to mention mistakes, I nonetheless made room
for my growing masterwork in my backpack and went
about my life in the ancient citadel of learning— knitting.
Tolkien’s son was explaining the descendence of his fa
ther’s characters from personages in Norse mythology; I
was knitting. I had to put down my needles to accept a
port from Mr. Small (which he was), the head of my col
lege, after dinner in the JC R (I never saw the inside of the
Senior Common Room). At Long John’s in Little Claren
don, I sipped a dark cuppa, read the International Herald
Tribune— and knit.
I was walking to a stop-the-war meeting, knitting,
when I stumbled into a newspaper box where 72-point
type yelled, “Che Killed in Auto Crash.” What was Che
{
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doing in a car, I wondered, driving to a restaurant? I read
again. “Che Killed in Armed Clash.” My twisted mind.
When the Gestetner machine guy asked for fundraising
ideas at the anti-war meeting, I piped up: “How about a
bake sale?”
“Great idea,” he smiled. “Let’s talk after the meeting.”
Knitting, baking, wondering where a revolutionary goes
for a really good meal— was I really pathetic or had my
strange ways already gotten me what I wanted?
Working feverishly through the Tet Offensive and L B J’s
decision not to run again, I finished the body and sleeves,
then turned to the felt cuffs and hems. I embroidered the
flowery McCall design for a few inches but its ontology
just didn’t work. I needed to endow my edges with the
meaning the times demanded.
Here’s where my now-boyfriend came in handy. A
genuine Fulbright scholar (I’d taken a look at the Rhodesies, that clean-cut lot, then moved right along to the zanier
Fulbrights, who weren’t afraid to protest the war), he was
writing, sometimes automatically, he said, his dissertation
on Thomas Hobbes’s metaphysics. This required his in
venting a new math, which he thought might work on my
sweater. He’d arrayed his equations across the color spec
trum, revealing astonishing patterns like those from a lost
civilization. I got the meaning-fraught designs I needed for
my edges and, clearly, I’d found someone as peculiar as
myself. Thus was born the relationship for which I remain
forever grateful to the Fulbright Commission in London.
I worked at a breath-taking clip and my sweater was fin
ished before the end of term. It was a phenome. I was on
my way to yet another protest march in London when a
representative of Stamp and Company, Fine Tailors, Ox
ford, appeared at my dorm, for the first of many meetings.
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Mr. Stamp wanted me to develop what we now call a label.
We tried for a long time to make it work but, in the end,
Stamp and Company realized they were really a fine tailor
not a knittery and I remembered I was a 20-year-old
American on my junior year abroad studying Elizabethan
drama.
The year passed and soon I was back in America, as the
Brits call it, out of college with nothing but sweaters to
show for it. All I wanted was to knit, but, alas, I had to
eat.
Thus I taught myself programming. I ’d always been
good with languages—knitting is just another language
that speaks through needles (k l, psso, k2tog)— so learning
BASIC wasn’t much of a stretch.
When I bought my first computer (Wang 600 Ad
vanced Programmable Calculator, b. 19 7 1, d. 1972,
$4400, 2K), I was hooked: I’d write a line of code, knit a
row, rewrite a couple lines, take out a few more rows.
When voice recognition (not to mention speakerphones)
arrived, I was in knitter’s heaven.
Before long, I gained a little market buzz through wordof-mouth. Though my handle in the industry, “The K nit
ter,” was a bit obvious for my taste, I couldn’t argue with
my projects: They took me to Japan, Cork, and the Blue
Mountains west of Sydney. Everywhere I went— whether
to China to localize a new Apple product or to Houston to
install enterprise software at an oil company— I met knit
ters.
“I was knitting my first grandchild’s afghan when my
husband died,” the woman next to me on the BangkokKatmandu flight said when I whipped out my needles. “It
really got me through my grief.” (Oh, for those innocent
days when everyone trusted knitters.)
{ 54 1
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“I taught my wife to knit and it saved our marriage,”
my mechanic, intent on saving my bright-red VW bug
from the junkyard, told me over a blown engine.
To knit in public is to walk a puppy. Everyone stops
you. I kept a small book in my yarn bag for such occasions
where I jotted down messages people conveyed in the name
of knitting. Here too did I record my own investigations
into the nature of connectedness begun in Oxford, to
which Gestetner Man contributed his observations.
By the end of the 1970s, I had enough material for a
book. I knew a good knitter on West 58th in New York
who also was a literary agent; he loved my work; and, in
1982, an old-name New York house published Endless
Knots: The Connection Begins, presaging by twenty years the
new wave of knitters, mixing patterns, technique, and ru
minations on life. (“You do knit British, don’t you?” my
publisher asked me at the launch party, revealing both his
orientation and his not having read my book.)
Endless Knots proved an enormous boost to my earning
potential, not through royalties, no, no, but rather through
the consulting that comes along with writing about any
thing practical. My writing, my programming, my readers,
and, oh, yes, my obsession with knitting...w ell, I was
ready for what was to come.
With the buoyancy my history afforded, I joined the run
for the gold in the late-‘90s and started my own dot-com: I
was passionate about my business, unlikely as its subject
was for potential backers to comprehend, and I had eye
balls, as they said way back then.
Tens of thousands subscribed to my now-online news
letter started in the early ‘80s and originally sent by mail
(on reflection, how quaint) for my Endless Knots readers.
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With my friend, Lisa, another long-term yarn-slinger, I
had founded the Electronic Knitters Association, kicked
off in the mid-’8os with a face-to-face meeting in a Soho
loft. My quarter-century-old specialty mail-order business,
selling fine yarn from Oxfordshire, lent itself to online
merchandising.
Besides, I knew many players in the computer industry
from all my years of programming, and, lucky me, Gestetner Man and I finally had landed along Boston’s famed
“Technology Highway,” Route 128 , in walking distance of
Aesop’s Bagels in Lexington, Massachusetts, where, as one
investor whispered conspiratorially to me over an everything-bagel-with-a-schmear-of-chive-cheese, “At least $2
billion in deals have gone down here.”
“Gee,” I replied sheepishly. “We moved here because it’s
in walking distance of my favorite yarn shop. ”
My dot-com vision was grand: to be the global virtual
hub (high investor appeal) for all things knitting (market
appeal)— everything from yarn, patterns, art, literature,
and philosophy to online courses and interactive software.
W e’d host web seminars with the titans, so to speak, of
knitting, sponsor global conversations among knitters,
convene the annual face-to-face congress. Our unique soft
ware, incorporating my patent-pending method for knit
ting both ways at once, would become the global gold
standard for the craft, transcending differences in knitting
styles, cultures, and organizations.
There was much to do to achieve lift-off. The agonizing
decision to stare down my capitalistic impulses and go for
a .com rather than a .org was only the first of many painful
ones. Next came securing an uncontested domain name for
my website. Endlessknots.com was already taken by an
{ 56}
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online Tibetan Buddhist emporium. I tried the singular,
endlessknot.com. Taken. On and on until I finally had to
settle on end-lessknot.com, which, as a literature major,
has irked me ever since.
Next hiring. I assumed I could be CEO. I mean, I was.
It was my idea, my customers, my business.
“You can’t be the CEO ,” Bagel Boy said. “Y ou’re just a
knitter.” If I wanted investors, he said, I’d have to hire a
professional business person. O.K. CEO, formerly a con
sultant, hired.
“Is a consultant a professional business person?”
Bagel Boy’s jaw dropped at my naivete. Next, CFO.
And so it went down a long line of chiefs, not a one of
whom knew a knit from a purl. Never mind that they
couldn’t cast on if their lives depended on it (knitting has
so many metaphors for life).
I thought the chiefs would do the fundraising after
they’d written the new business plan but I was wrong. The
CEO came in late one morning with a very sad face. He
pushed his chair back from our leased conference table and
rested his elbows on his knees, chin in his palms.
“I’ve got to tell you something,” he said. I could tell by
his tone I didn’t want to hear it. Had he raided our coffers?
Given our plans to our competitors? Embarrassed us before
potential investors? “I ’m blocked.” He spoke with such
great pathos that I thought I should call a pastor. “I can’t
get past the third paragraph. I think it’s my psyche.”
He just couldn’t write the plan, he said, and asked if I
had anything in my psyche that would prevent me from
doing so. I was thinking about the payroll, which had
grown quite large by now, and, no, I was worried about
our fiscal situation not my psychic one. I wrote the plan
and went out fundraising alone. (I preferred the chiefs not
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come after an investor told me to never come back until I
got rid of the CEO.)
You read all these stories about deals breaking over
bread. Money raising is meal-intensive, the real hunger
never satisfied, I suppose. I did eat a lot but it was not
pleasant. The first “angel” investor, as the ilk is known,
and a number after him, leaned over as I was about to be
gin my breakfast pitch (they tend to squeeze a lot in before
the market opens), and said earnestly, “Why don’t you give
me what I like to call your ‘elevator speech?’” He hooked
the air and sat back all smug with himself, thumbs in his
underarms, because he’d come up with a catchy new
phrase.
Another guy who’d just been on the cover of Business
Week as le ne plus ultra of venture capital arrived an hour
late for our meeting. He picked up my business plan, el
bowed the guy next to him, pointed, laughed, threw my
vision on the table, and left. Another made such strange
faces during my pitch that I thought he might be having a
heart attack (on reflection, likely gas).
Net gain from taking these meetings? About five
pounds.
Meanwhile, quite apart from my own pursuits, knitting
took off, proclaimed variously as the new yoga, the new
black, the new way to “create abundance through its pow
ers of concentration.” Everyone was suddenly knitting,
many of them “again.” Ever attuned to monetary policy as
expressed through the markets, entrepreneurs flooded in,
with the VCs right behind, damming them up with their
checkbooks.
Securing the first million wasn’t all that tough for any
one in 1999. I was having dinner, of course, when things
came together. There we were, a half-dozen trustees from
1 58}
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the board of my alma mater, on life support virtually since
I graduated (I, ever the optimist, had joined anyway).
“What do you do?” the retired doctor to my left asked. I
was a few sentences into my “corporate mission” (I did
learn the lingo from the chiefs, god bless them), when the
most jovial among us leapt up. “I want to invest in your
company,” he said, pulling out his checkbook. He was the
lead, others followed, and, by the time the meal was over, I
had a quarter million in promises. I loved that old-boy
network after all, including, as it did, a couple of those
Rhodesies I ’d spurned back at Oxford.
A few weeks after the checks for the rest of our first mil
lion cleared the bank, the chiefs invited me to a meeting.
They’d been “pulling all-nighters,” they told me, to de
velop a “breakthrough vision” for the company. We were
going to “reinvent knitting.”
They saw “so many possibilities.” They’d really “been
thinking outside the box.” They’d decided that we would
become a knitting-machine wholesaler (it goes so much
faster with a machine, they said) and they were just about
to strike a deal worth several million with one of the bigbox companies. W e’d have a market cap of $200 million
by our IPO, based on their spreadsheets.
I was horrified. Knitting machines? What about the
craft, the feeling of fiber as it slides through your fingers?
What about the three-needle bind-off? What about all my
knitters who wanted to talk to one another online? A deal
with Wal-Mart wasn’t why I’d gotten into this, I said in
dignantly. They nodded to one another and looked at me
as if I were mad.
The chiefs were sure they were right but my canny in
vestors didn’t buy it, sending the re-inventors back to the
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drawing boards to develop a “value proposition” more in
keeping with the times.
After a few retreats at cushy resorts, the chiefs returned
with the “perfect solution,” a virtual knitting machine
they’d “branded” as VIRTUALKNITTINGM ACHINE.COM
(one word always to be written in all-caps, they insisted; I
tried to explain that capitals, never mind extremely long
domain names, were out on the web but alas...). It lets
people “take the work out of knitting,” they said, quoting
what they thought would be a selling point. How little
they knew knitters.
People could order a custom version virtually, they said
with emphasis, of any sweater in her (the market) choice of
color and fabric (mass customization). It required only her
scanning a picture of what she wanted, then posting it to
our site, along with her measurements.
I had many issues with what they proposed: i. In the
old days— the early 2000s— for most people, posting still
involved stamps. 2. No knitters I knew— and I knew
plenty— had scanners. 3. Requiring women to upload their
dimensions to the Internet— were they insane? Remember:
This was back in those innocent days before your social
security number was Google-able.
At least their final step, checking out, showed intelli
gence, ka-ching, however, see below.
We (our website to be precise) would then “interface” (a
favorite word of theirs, though sometimes they pronounced
it “interfaith”) with a virtual knitting factory in India,
which would custom-manufacture the design and DHL it
back overnight. By the time all was done and paid for, the
customer would be out $500. My final quarrel: Not many
people I knew were going to pay this much for a sweater,
least of all knitters, who could buy the finest yarn for half
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the price plus gain the enjoyment of doing the work them
selves.
Our dear investors, more impatient by the day, said it
was “good enough,” asking only that the chiefs work some
flash into our website. They wanted to see the sweater
“evolve,” they said, to raise “customer satisfaction with the
online experience.” Frankly, much as I respected the fun
ders, I just didn’t see the same market they did but what
did I know?
It didn’t take long before the chiefs burned right
through the first million, and, when the first-round money
ran out, so did the chiefs. One went on to manage a llama
farm, a mistake he didn’t catch until someone corrected his
spelling. He thought they were Tibetans, having seen our
correspondence regarding our domain name with some real
lamas; another went back to a website he’d founded,
paynobills.com, his specialty.
Even as my own business drama swirled out of control,
the number of dot-coms in service to knitting rose, each
with a slightly different slant. One focused on tools only—
pins, needles, and cable holders— but no yarn. Another
tried to make its kill with a global community of practice
for knitters. Again where others saw dollar signs, I was
dubious about “the business model,” but who was I to ar
gue with capitalists?
Many of these upstart competitors were my old custom
ers, some with the chutzpah to quote me on their websites,
implying I’d endorsed them. I didn’t really mind, since
everyone knew I was the original, or so I thought until I
was set straight one day at a second-round fundraising
meeting.
The incident did not transpire in fact at a meal. On the
contrary, our “hosts” didn’t even offer coffee or water,
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though they both had drinks. A “venture anarchist,” re
cently a dancer and young enough to be my daughter,
stood in first-position to interrogate me about my business
plan, while her “venture mentor” looked on. With that
annoying tone of voice that has nothing to do with asking
anything, the dancer ventured, “Aren’t you a little late to
the party?”
When I related my indignation at the investor’s remarks
to Lisa, my devoted old pal from the Electronic Knitters
Association, she said, “Did you tell her it’s your party and
she’s not invited?” Reason had ruled in the offending mo
ment, though, on the advice of my therapist, who earned
much from this encounter, I did leave a blistering voicemail for the venture dancer some weeks later.
Along with so many other fledglings in the year 2000, I
was defeated in my second round of funding.
Well, enter the old bromide: Stick to your knitting. I
just kept casting on and, truth told, it hasn’t worked out
all that badly, even if I have had to forgo cashmere to pay
off the lawyers and accountants the long-gone chiefs hired
to satisfy the investors (talk about knitting in the round).
Even with its sufferings, end-lessknot.com has remained
true to its purpose. My site is the virtual crossroads for
knitting, a hub linked to countless others. My method for
two-way knitting is available in software. I sponsor global
knitalongs, give Master Workshops, consult to the indus
try, and am designing new software that allows networks
of knitters to collaborate.
And I am still standing, O K, sitting, knitting, wonder
ing why this is my life, linking the next stitch to all that
have come before.

Woven Words
by Ja n ic e M . Putney
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ACROSS

i

More despicable

6 End
9 Tote, big time
13 Quick, once
14 Cultural beginning
15 Di and da preceeder
in a Beatles song
16 Took pause
17 Tammany Hall figure
19 CSI clue
20 Slowpoke
22 Had a party
23 Garden State product
26 Salt
27 Suitable
28 A Gershwin
31 Church recess
34

Ain’t correct

37 Abbreviation on a
cornerstone
39

Potter’s creation

DOWN

1

P____ (lunchroom staple)

2 Unescorted
3 Indian lute
4 Ann Baxter played
her in 1950
5 Jedda sight
6 “Whiskey____ ”
7 Apr. addressee
8 An “oops” may follow it
9 “Show me”
10 Help with an out
11 Peter Fonda title role
12 Actress Cheryl
14 Touch on
18

Fort of Queens

21 Hammerstein output
24 Pricey
25 Photo finish
28 Font abbr.
29 Track
30 With competence

42 Unite unceremoniously

31 Our closest relatives

43 Classic horror film

32 Hide

44 Partner

33 Organ setting
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DOWN

45 Indy advertiser

35 Under in Umbria

46 Maine Coon, for one

36 High degree

48 Gordon Shumway,

38 Employees

familiarly
50
56

Pie order
Upstate New York
county

59 Alabama quartet
60 Nice street

40 What a do may do
41 City on the Missouri
47 Bomb explosive
49 Obligated
50 Enraged
51 Boaz married her

61 Torme nickname, with
“the”

52 Shrewd

63 Toots one’s own horn

53 Takes out the boss?

65 Lead in for both

54 Should

66 “Gee”

5 5 Some are empty

67 It can be shed

56 Ellipse

68 Laundry unit

57 Captain of the Nautilus

69 South Vietnam’s M y _

58 Isle of exile

70

Bridge positions

62 HUD division
64 Narrow inlet

Angels’ Barter
by Elizabeth B anning

STA N D IN G G R A VESID E, FR AN K D O ESN ’T KNOW IF HE CAN

do this. When he’d rehearsed earlier, concentration had
tricked his throat into believing he’d successfully discon
nected the words from his grief. Now, each syllable clots in
his mouth. His necktie won’t let him swallow. He wants
his words, their order, their sentiment, to be right. Words
that, if they’d been for someone other than his mother,
would have tipped her body toward the person sitting next
to her to whisper, “I’m so proud of him.”
Beyond this desire— this is, after all, the last thing he
will ever be able to do for her— he wants it over. Sitting
with his father, listening for the last exhalation from her
wilted lungs, it seemed natural he would speak at her fu
neral. Later, when he told his wife, she’d asked him if he
was sure he really wanted to. She’d reminded him how
crowds made him uncomfortable, and how, even at family
gatherings, he rarely spoke up. (It was true. But why
shouldn’t it be? Elise enjoyed that kind of thing. Wasn’t
she one who, when it came to family, had the touch to
bind frayed or lost connections?) When he suggested to
Father Ochoa that delivering Tia’s eulogy would be the
proper thing to do, Father Ochoa had said there were no
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rules, family and friends would surely understand if he
wasn’t up to it; it was entirely up to him.
It is harder than he imagined.
In the overflowing crowd, Frank recognizes some of the
faces, most he can’t place. He wonders if they can see it all
catching up to him: the sleepless hours spent hunting
down the small acts of affection he’d been too busy to ac
knowledge, the opportunities to say I love you he’d let slip
away, the impatient dismissals of her early symptoms. The
colorless gaps in his days bent on destroying the doubts
he’d never measured up to some unspoken maternal stan
dard.
He’s reciting the part where he says how strong his
mother was to bury the two sons she now lies beside. He
says her faith that she’d see Ricardo and Stefan again eased
the sorrow of her leaving her beloved husband and family
behind in the world of the living. He hears the words com
ing out of his mouth, but he’s thinking about his mother
lying in a box in a hole in the ground, with her eyes closed
against the nothingness, and her soft, white hands folded
over her little Bible, a believer to the last, despite God’s
W ill having blown her sons— his brothers— to bits.
Damn it, they should have been here to help him with
this. He’d depended on them. To be here.
August 3, 1964 is circled not once, but five times in red
ink. Should the circles fail to do their job, beneath Jesus’
feet, arrows point to the date. Ricardo and Stefan are com
ing home on leave. At the same time. His father said not
to let hopes fly too high, because a soldier’s plans are never
certain, but it has been an eternity since the entire family
has been together, and Frank is sure it will be better than
his birthday. Maybe even Christmas.
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Same as all holidays and celebrations, his mother has in
vited Father Ochoa, which means Frank will have to be on
his best behavior, although he’s sure the padre won’t mind
a little roughhousing; a football player when he was in
high school, Father Ochoa’s nose lists permanently to the
right, and he has scars where pins held his neck in place
while it healed. He isn’t as scary as he looks and says Frank
can call him Ed. It feels funny— weirder than calling your
teacher by their first name— but cool too, like he really is
your friend. Someone who’ll be there for you if you need
him to be, like his brothers were before they left home.
Coming into the world when Ricardo was twelve and
Stefan ten, from the beginning, Frank has been an almostonly child. It seems to Frank Ed senses this.
Whenever Frank calls Father Ochoa “Ed” in front of his
mother, her eyebrow slides into an arch that says he should
know better. Her reminders to call Ed “Father” begin the
week before his brothers are due.
“You wouldn’t call God by his first name, would you?”
Tia’s hands disappear into the sticky dough on the bread
board. Flour particles drift across a shaft of light, bouncing
in time to her rhythmic kneading.
“God doesn’t have a first name.”
His father snorts behind his newspaper.
“Don’t encourage him, Nuno.” Tia’s slow enunciation,
the timbre slightly lower than her regular speaking voice,
is a sure sign of her irritation. “And don’t you be smart
with me, Francis. In this house, you show him respect.”
Did she mean him, Father Ochoa? Or Him, God? Best
not to ask..
“I do. You know I do.”
In fact, he respects Father Ochoa more than he does
God. It was, after all, God’s W ill that gimped his leg with
{
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polio. Father Ochoa, on the other hand, has never done
anything to hurt him.
Father Ochoa or Ed, it didn’t really matter. What mat
ters is making his parents proud, as proud of him as they
are of Ricardo and Stefan. He works hard at not upsetting
his parents, his mother especially. Only the worst will
come of it, and it will be dark and empty and terrible like
the nights he’d lain awake listening to rumbling quarrels
about doctors and money and hospital bills. He’d under
stood their grief was about him. His fault for getting sick..
But he’s fourteen now, and those nights are a thing of
the past. Still, occasional misdemeanors— a D on a test, a
tear in his new pants, a forgotten chore— put a dread in his
belly that takes days to shake. Letting his father down is
bad, but disappointing his mother is as close to a mortal
sin as he can imagine. Second only to murder, maybe.
“They’re here!” Frank vaults off the rail down the porch
steps. Gravel dust churns in his lopsided wake. The ap
proaching car stops, the passenger door opens, and Frank
dives into the smell of tobacco and perspiration and the
woody, vanilla smell of English Leather aftershave. Hands
latch onto Frank’s pants and shirt. Arms and legs scrab
bling, Frank floats over Stefan’s lap.
“Let me go!” Laughing, Frank pounds his brother’s
thigh. His brother doesn’t flinch, just laughs back.
“No way, bucko. Y ou’re mine.” Stefan hoists Frank
higher, swings him back and forth. “Flyboy! Look at you!”
“I’ll spit on you, I swear! Let me down!”
“Okay, fine. Here you take him, R ic.” Stefan heaves
Frank’s head into R ic’s uniformed shoulder. More pound
ing, more laughter, hands messing his hair. Every pore of
Frank’s skin opens to absorb the essence of them, their
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grown-up smell, their strength, and their love, tender as a
cat’s tongue.
Stefan lowers him to the seat, and Frank slides onto the
console between his champions draping his skinny arms
behind their shaved soldiers’ necks. They are everything he
wants to be when he grows up. Laughter spills from his
brimming heart.
“Want to take her up to the house?” Ricardo’s grin says
he really means it. “You got your license, right?”
“I wish.” Two more years. Two long years. “Dad lets me
drive the John Deere sometimes, though.”
“Good enough for me. Take the wheel.”
“Mom’ll kill me.”
“Tell her it was Stefan’s idea.”
Frank commandeers the car up the lazy C of the drive to
the back of the house, parks beside his father’s pickup, and
sets the brake. Ricardo reaches across him, hitting the horn
in a series of short blasts.
“It’s not like they don’t know we’re here,” says Stefan.
“I know, ass-face,” says Ricardo, “but we’re here, and if
that ain’t reason enough to blow the goddamned horn, I
don’t know what is. Right, Frankie?”
Out the kitchen door, a swarm of two descends on the
car. Tia and Nuno reach to hug their boys before their feet
hit the ground, and no one says a word about Frank sitting
behind the wheel.
He wants his brothers all to himself, but everyone Ricardo
and Stefan had ever known, it seems, Tia has invited to
come over. Old classmates with girlfriends they’d married
right out of high school, some with kids already. Relatives
of friends. Coaches. Teachers. Even the barber. People are
everywhere, packing the front room, the hallway, the
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stairs, overflowing from the house into the backyard,
where paper lanterns hang like a dozen red moons in the
August night. Food spills from the kitchen in a constant
stream: little meatballs, each with its own little green plas
tic spear; deep-fried half-moons of bread dough stuffed
with shrimp and onions; four kinds of salad— sweet, spicy,
crunchy, leafy. Linguica and chicken crowd the barbeque.
Too excited to eat, Frank trails behind his brothers, hoping
some of their warrior’s self-confidence will rub off on him.
They’re hard to keep up with; everyone wants their atten
tion. Ricardo, especially, looks like he’s having a good
time.
A hand on Frank’s shoulder makes him jump.
“Hey.” Stefan hands him an orange soda.
In the half-dark, Frank barely recognizes him. Sure, he
still looks like the photographs on the mantel: neat, square
jaw, closer-than-close buzz cut and all, but he looks a lot
older than he did just a few hours ago in the car. His smile
is different.
“How long you gonna stay?” asks Frank, chugging the
soda. Pain shoots through his right eye from the cold. He
wills it away. Soldiers do that kind of thing, ignore pain.
“Due at Beale day after tomorrow.”
“That’s boss! Y ou’ll be stationed close— ”
“Not exactly, bucko.”
“Sure you will. It’ll be great, only a couple of hours— ”
“I’m off to ’Nam .” Stefan drains his beer, pulls another
bottle from his back pocket, and flips the cap off with the
opener on his key chain. “Ever hear of it?”
He has, but it doesn’t mean much to him, just some coun
try close to China or something. He wouldn’t know where
to find it on a map if his life depended on it. He’s heard his
parents talk about it sometimes, something about fighting
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another country’s civil war always ending badly no matter
what, and whenever Walter Cronkite talks about it on the
news, his father leans closer to the television, his face like
stone in the screen’s gray-blue light.
“Ric ships out next week,” says Stefan.
“Does Mom know?”
“Moms know everything.” Ricardo spins in front of
them in a wobbly imitation of James Brown. “ ’Cept what
we don’t want them to, right, Frankie boy?”
“R ight.” Frank thinks about the bulldog tattoo on R i
cardo’s butt. He’s pretty sure his mother doesn’t know
about that.
“Here, gimme your bottle.” Pinching the rim of his pa
per cup into a spout, Ricardo tips half his vodka into
Frank’s soda. “Our secret.”
On a layer of orange vapor, the sweetness bites through
the roof of his mouth straight into his nose. When he swal
lows, it scorches his throat like acid.
“Whoa, easy does it, bucko.”
“He’s fine,” says Ricardo.
“Just don’t give him any more.”
“He can take it, can’t you, Frankie? Drink up, buddy.”
“Don’t be an asshole, R ic.”
“Who you calling asshole, asshole?”
A two-second delay stutters Frank’s vision as he looks
from Ric to Stefan to Ric. Whatever it is they’re fighting
about, Frank wants them to stop. “It’s okay. I ’m okay.
Really.”
“You ain’t no fighter pilot hero yet,” says Ricardo, pok
ing Stefan’s chest. “So you can quit acting like one.”
“Same old shit, huh, Ric? You’ll get your chance, count
on it. I never figured you for one to get off o n ... ”
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“Whipping gook ass?” Ricardo slugs back the last of
his vodka. “You bet I am. High fuckin’ time they sent
someone who knows how to get the fuckin’ job done. Let
me at ’em. In and out, no problem.”
An iron taste coats Frank’s tongue. The ground tilts cra
zily under his feet. “I don’t feel so good.”
In the light of the paper lanterns, the vomit covering his
brothers’ legs looks like blood.
Standing graveside, Frank’s grief feels thinner than the
grief that cut a swath through his heart, not once but twice
before. He wonders if his mother will forgive him for this.
He thinks she might. But can she ever forgive him for
blaming her? How dare she cut a deal with the angels? Her
and her goddamned prayers and God’s fucked-up W ill
keeping him from the jungles of a country that swallowed
his brothers whole and refused to even spit back their
empty bones. He should have been there for them.
People are looking at him. He doesn’t know how long
he’s been standing there, not saying a word. A hand
touches his sleeve; in Ed Ochoa’s eyes, Frank reads his
mother’s answer.
Not even you could have saved them.
Do you think you could have saved them?
I would have lost you too.
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Luck
by Elizabeth K lise von Zerneck

The doctors say how lucky that it was
your left— only your left— hand that
lay fanned
beneath the surgical lamp’s glare and
buzz,
lay outstretched, while its skin was
tacked and pinned
and basted tight with dozens of stitches,
around and behind and in between each
broken finger, one half-gone, one minus
a tip. Now, you wear your hand like a
peachcolored glove, seamed and thick in the
well of
your lap. How lucky it was not your face
or eye, they say. In fact, only your
left
hand knows true luck. Only it wears the
taste
and endless presence of dog, the constant
theft of skin, nail, knuckle. Only it
knows
the meaning of real wholeness— elegant—
that stretches, stretches the skin to the
bone,
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the bone to the muscle, and to the veins,
unlucky threads— loose, blue— until
air-struck.
Only your left hand truly understands,
embroidered now with clenched pink knots
of luck.
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One
by Pamela L . Laskin

It’s only
one gene
that makes my toddler talk
while the child
in the stroller
mutters gibberish
to the wind;
one stray sperm
that splits
instead of somersaults
that gives me
a schizophrenic mother
while you
were fed on fortune’s food,
food
never again eaten
for the one step taken
when the Nazis invaded
the secret hiding space,
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one secret discovered
one fairly unremarkable moment,
can make a life
many lives
disappear
quicker than a breath
the swish of blood
the beat of a heart,
one kiss
that she gets
instead of me.
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One Shoe
by Pam ela L . Laskin

My shoe flew
down
into the depths
of the subway tracks,
while I walked
wobbly,
one foot clothed,
one bare,
my naked toes
touching heated, harsh concrete
daring the sidewalk cracks
to dress me
in a different set of dreams,
defiant, perhaps
of the norms
I daily live,
when my feet
are buckled
and anchored.

Cradle
by Robin Leslie Jacobson

“yo u

d i d n ’t c a l l t h e c o p s ? ” r i g h t a w a y

,

m y m o th er

interrupts.
“Calm down, Ma,” I say from habit. “It’s okay.”
“O y,” she exhales into the phone. “That’s easy for you to
say. You like to live on the edge.”
“It’s okay,” I say again, tenderly as I would with Lind
say, my oldest, when she was little and woke in the night.
“It’s okay, Ma. Really.”
Though it’s hard to be convincing. A wrong number can
be unsettling any day; today, it was surreal. Today, every
thing’s surreal. My stomach still aches from fear— that wet
washcloth wring— as I reenact the call for her.

About quarter to four. I ’m sitting at my computer, watch
ing manta rays wing hypnotically across the screensaver
sea. Trying not to listen to C N N haranguing from the
living room.
“Ay! Madre de Dios!” cries Teo.
“Teodora,” I implore. “Teo. Te.” When that doesn’t
work, I try the private music of my pet name for her: “Te
Adoro . . . por favor, querida, turn it off already!” She’s
fixated on the T V as they replay the explosions— then the
implosions— over and over, the twin towers going down,
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everything turned to dust and ash, rubble in their giant
footprints.
I want to tell her she could go blind like that. Extraor
dinary events can sear your retinas, as if you’d looked at an
eclipse without one of those cardboard viewers. The unfil
tered viewing willful, obsessive. I know what I ’m talking
about: in my mind’s eye I can still see the space shuttle
Challenger high overhead, the exact shape of the explosion,
curl of smoke like a miscarriage.
But Teodora is tranced. Like Ma, once Teo’s in a groove
she just keeps circling.

“Baby,” Mother cajoles me, going another round. “She
didn’t tell you to call the cops?”
“Just listen. Like I said . . . I was sitting at my com
puter,” I begin again, Mother holding her breath at the
other end. I can picture her with the phone to her ear,
peering out her living room window as if she could see past
the George Washington Bridge all the way to the Golden
Gate. Her anxiety— a silent Electrolux— threatens to suck
me through the phone. I take a breath for both of us. Once
upon a time, I feel like crooning, settling myself into story
telling mode, as if little Ma were snuggled in my plump
lap, her head resting on my heart.

I navigate past the manta rays and open a file containing
this mumbo-jumbo essay for a catalogue of work by some
hot New York sculptor. I’m supposed to be envisioning
how it will look on the page so I can develop the specs for
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a rough. Instead I stare at the sentence where’d I left off
until the black words dissolve into a vision of char gusting
through the artist’s Tribeca loft windows, and I wonder if
we’ll all still be around when his show is supposed to open.
The phone rings. I jump. Fumble the receiver off its
cradle. I ’m hoping it’s Lindsay, calling to reassure me that
everyone’s safe— she and Joshua, and her brothers and sis
ter. Stephen, my ex. Mother. It’s been impossible to get
through all day. They wouldn’t have been anywhere near
Ground Zero, but still. . . .
“Hello?” I say.
“Hello?” a man says. We do this twice more.
“Who is this, please?”
Silence.
I repeat myself. He doesn’t seem to understand the
question. This is nothing new— we live in the Mission
District, a little U.N.
“You’ve got the wrong number.”
“Vaht number I call?” asks the man.
Mother taught me well: “What number did you want?"
More silence. Well, a little breathing at the other end,
though not heavy. My stomach gives a tug. I tell myself
You’re okay, it’s just the day. And worn out from the day, I
nearly hang up. It could be the pauses are due to distance.
“Where are you calling from?”
“I vant for to. . . . Schweiz— . . . Svitzerlant.”
I almost say Do you want to reach Switzerland, or are you
calling from there? but figure that’s too complicated.
“Are you trying to reach family or friends? Find out if
they’re okay?”
“Ja , bitte.”
Okay. I breathe. Be direct. “Tell me the phone number.
With the area code.”
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His voice is halting. “Four, one, five . . . seven, six,
seven . . . two, six, seven, six?” I imagine him looking at
his address book, translating the numbers in his head from
one language to another.
“That’s the wrong number,” I say in my sorry voice.
“Maybe no.” The tug in my stomach returns, stronger
this time. Breathe.
“If you tell me the name of your friend,” I persist,
“maybe I can look up the right number for you.” By now
he’s sounding a little like Ma, holding his breath. I wonder
about phone bombs. Coded messages and numbered Swiss
accounts. But why me? Mother’s legacy and this day
whisked into a paranoia omelet.
The receiver is nearly in its cradle before I raise it back
to my cheek. Today of all days, I should cut people some
slack.
“Whom . . . do you want . . . to talk to?” I enunciate,
raising my voice in the slow condescension we reserve for
the mentally challenged, the hard of hearing. The foreign.
My vehemence tears Teo from the TV. She stomps in
and stands at my side, hip torqued into fist. I hold my free
index finger up in a wait gesture, warning her not to inter
rupt.
“Maybe you,” he says.
My throat tightens. I think vaguely about the women’s
self-defense course I keep meaning to take. Illogically—
because the man is on the phone, not at my throat— I
think about dialing 9 1 1. 9/1 1 . Oy.

I realize I’ve drifted into silence when Mother, in a littlegirl voice impatient for more story, says, “So...what hap -
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pened then?” A second later I hear her squint. “You never
listen to me, Baby. What did I always tell you about talk
ing to strangers?”
“Ma. I don’t think he had any candy.” That shuts her
up. What I don’t say is that I ’m not a little girl anymore.
That he didn’t lure me into some vacant lot on the way
home from school. Because I am vulnerable, I do get se
duced. People go straight for my soft spots. Mother in
cluded. Even now I can feel myself starting to fall off my
feet, tip right into the familiar trap. I wobble on the brink,
flapping my arms to regain my balance. “Anyhow,” I say
on the inhale, recovering, “Listen.”

“Maybe you.”
Back when I was still going to scary movies, I saw one
where a serial killer who worked for the phone company
tapped this woman’s line from a junction box to find out
where she lived and when she was home.
“Me?” I let out eventually, more soprano than usual.
Breathe.
“I think. You.” A pause, then: “How are you?” The con
cern in his voice is as soothing as one of those cool cloths
Teo lays across my forehead when I’m having a hot flash. I
sink right down into my body.
“W ell, I ’m feeling pretty strange. All day, well, you
know. . . .”
“I want tell you....” he starts. Te’s waving her hand and
screwing up her face like a kid trying to get called on in
class. I palm the mouthpiece and go “Hssst!” as if I were
trying to chase one of the cats off the couch. This works
just as badly with Te as it does with the cats.
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“Say that again, please?” I ask the man. “I didn’t under
stand.” Given the thickness of his accent, T e’s interference
is only half the problem.
“I call from Switzerland.”
I think of the miniature Swiss Army knife Te carries on
her key ring, with its insignia of the Swiss flag— a red field
with a white cross at the center, north-south, east-west.
Like a calm crossroads, a place to meet and cool off. To
imagine alternatives.
“I work CrossAir,” he says, “Swiss airline. In Basel.”
Airline. My heart rate spikes. “Commuters— small planes,”
he adds, reading my mind. “My friend works with me, his
New York brother calls and tells him what happens. N o
body believes him. We turn on TV. Terrible! How are
you? How are you? Children— you got children? How are
the people?”
“I’m . . . okay. Thank you. My mother, my children,
they’re in New York, but not near. . . . So many people
hurt. Dead. . . . I’m far away, on the other side of the coun
try. But we’re all very sad. And scared.”
TMI, Te’s feet pound, as she leaves the room.
But I keep going. Because talking to this stranger is
starting to feel less strange, even comforting, and I figure I
ought to try once more to help him: “You sure you don’t
want to call someone else? Someone you know? This must
be costing you many francs.”
“Is okay. Is you I talk to now. I want speak to someone
in America, say much sorrow I have. Find out how are the
people. What happens there.” It hits me he’s dialed the
country code for the U.S., then some random numbers.
Out of 300 million people, my number comes up.
And in a ratio of one to one, Te’s hand is now rustling
over the mouthpiece of the extension.
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“Hold on, please.” I press the receiver to my chest. “Te!
Get off the phone!”
“Sorry. You said . . .?”
“I am in America three times. I have photos, me and my
friend near to World Trade Center. I have teddy bear with
World Trade Center shirt— I show my cats. I show them
too the postal cards. Tell them I am here before. I tell
them about. . . . Gray one not believe me. Not want be
lieve. But black one know is true. . . . ”
A man who talks to his cats, and they talk back. Just
like me and mine. Oy oy oy.

At this point in the story, Mother does say “oy,” but qui
etly, on a sigh. The way she ranks my idiosyncrasies, my
rapport with Raoul and Sara is something she can live
with. Realizing she’s interrupted me again, she stammers,
“An, and . . . then what?”

“I also have cats, black and gray.”
“What are their names? What is your name?” he wants
to know.
“W hat’s yours?” I counter, still wary of telling him too
much.
I hear him say al-Ta’azar, or something like that. An
Arab? Masquerading as Swiss? I say it back to him.
He says no, “B<z^/-tah-zar.”
Balthasar. Oh. My chest lets go a little.
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“One of the wise men, the magi,” I go for reassurance,
“who brought gifts to the baby Jesus in Bethlehem.” Not
far from the cradle of civilization.
“Ja , ja!” He smiles through the phone.
Beware of Swiss bearing gifts, Ma echoes in my skull. To
Christ, yet.
In my mind I put my hands over my ears and start la-lala’ing. Think of something else!
High school. Kev and Celeste and my brother Ben and
me— two lapsed Catholics and two confused Jews—
caroling in four-part harmony, our snowboots crunching
up and down Fourth Street between Jerusalem Avenue and
Division: We three kings of Orient are / bearing gifts. We trav
erse afar. . . .
While I muse, Balthasar talks on; it’s one of those con
versations where you know the other person needs to keep
speaking even though he’s already said his piece. Balthasar
needs to comfort me— this is what will comfort him. I
know the feeling.
In a documentary I once saw about the life of Jesus, this
scholar claimed the magi weren’t kings at all, but starwatchers, Persian astrologers. Wise only to the portents of
the stars, they followed a supernova straight to the manger,
offered their gifts to the newborn, and went back home to
watch. It’s timefor Balthasar to go home, I think.
“Thank you,” I say several times, weary, now, of receiv
ing. “Goodbye. . . . Yes. . . . Thank you for your kindness.
Your good heart.”
I try to bring this to a close without hurting his feel
ings. “I’ve got to go now, try to get through to my family
in New York again. Bye-bye. Yes . . . thank you, you too .
. . bye. . . . Bye.” I lay the receiver in its cradle tenderly,
tenderly.
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“It’s all right, mi corazon,” I tell Teodora. “He’s harm
less, I ’m sure, just a little strange. But he meant well.”
“Ay, pochita.” We really do marry our mothers.

“He gave me his phone number, Ma. Told me to call him
any time I need to talk. I wrote it down,” I say, knowing
I ’ll neither call him nor call the cops, the CIA.
“So it’s okay, Baby,” she breathes, more question than
statement. We say bye. I know she’ll call with more in the
morning.
Teo and I go to bed early. This is a night for coupling if
ever there was one. “Te adoro,” I whisper, as I work my
way up her body. “Te adoro,” I moan, as she works her way
down mine. “Ay, ay— aaay,” sings Teo. It is all we say.
Afterwards, our bodies are to one another like warm
baths to tired muscles. Teo sleeps a child’s sleep, total and
pure, her mouth open a little in the softest of snores. To
night, with my grown children a continent away and mi
raculously safe, I watch over Te as if she were one of them.
At some point I fall asleep on the watch.
I dream that it’s a week later, Tuesday again. First of the
two days of Rosh Hashanah, the Jewish New Year. I’m not
supposed to be working on a high holy day, but I haven’t
celebrated in years and it’s a workday for most of the
world. Back to normal, sort of.
The voicemail’s red light is flashing. Though I don’t
press PLAY, I know that flights have resumed. A package
appears on my desk. Fedex, though it’s one of those generic
padded envelopes, the plain brown paper stamped in red
with words in a variety of languages. I understand nothing
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except FRAGILE, and it’s a little the worse for wear. There
is no return address.
A chorus of oy’s and ay’s swells around me. I open it
anyway.
Beneath the paper pulp billowing like ash from a tear in
the envelope is a greeting card showing a man playing a
shofar. From the bell of the ram’s horn come the words of
the traditional New Year blessing Hayom karat olam: Today
is the birthday of the world. The card is blank inside. I dig
past the gray pulp and withdraw a heavy palm-sized ob
ject. I wipe it clean with the bottom of my shirt.
It’s a quartz egg, riddled with cracks and inclusions. I
cradle it, cool to the touch, in my cupped hand, then set it
on the windowsill to catch the light.
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EDITORIAL GUIDELINES

Each pocket-size issue of Global City Review includes sto
ries, poems, memoirs, interviews and essays organized
around a broad theme. Also review essays. Queries wel
comed.
Upcoming
themes
are
listed
at
www.webdesol/globalcityreview and in each issue.
Please send manuscripts March 1 — May 1 for f a l l issue
and October 1 — December 1 for s p r i n g issue. Feel free to
submit work for any of the upcoming issues during the
reading periods, but note which theme in your cover letter.
Length: poetry 5 pages, stories and memoirs 15 , essays and
interviews 15. No e-mail submissions. SASE for reply. All
submissions, except poetry, must be double-spaced. We
regret that manuscripts can’t be returned. Payment in cop
ies.
Please visit our host at www.webdelsol.com
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K n it Together

G lobal City Review is a literary metropolis of the imagination.
Edited and produced by writers, it celebrates the difficulties
and possibilities o f the “global city,” and other constructions of
community...while honoring the subversiveness and originality
o f ordinary lives. Each pocket-size issue includes stories, poems,
memoirs, interviews and essays, organized around a broad
theme.
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ary criticism and progressive worldviews.”
—
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